ERP's financial accounting provides company-wide integration

In our Finance Resource Management module, transactions require document attachments before posting. This would ensure that there are no backlogs for documentation.

June 1, 2009 - PRLog -- In our Finance Resource Management module, transactions require document attachments before posting. This would ensure that there are no backlogs for documentation. For the auditor, the documents will be displayed on click of a button to review a transaction.

In addition, eresource ERP's financial accounting provides company-wide integration that is essential to strategic decision making. The financial accounting module in eresource ERP gives you the ability to centrally track financial accounting data within a single framework, of multiple companies, multiple branches and chart of accounts.

For more information kindly visit
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###

eresource erp is a global information technology company which provides erp solution that meet the strategic objective of our clients spanning a range of verticals - Insurance, Pharmaceuticals, Retail and Distribution, BPO and Logistics.
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